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Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un Inspects
Ungok Area General Stock Farm
The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un inspected the Ungok Area
General Stock Farm.
He first visited the livestock institute for fine breed of the Farm.
He acquainted himself with the implementation of the tasks for
consolidating the material and technical foundations of the institute he gave
while providing field guidance to the farm on Aug. 5, 2012 and with the
recent work of the institute.
Saying that the livestock should rank among the advanced countries by
putting breeding and raising and caring methods on a scientific and modern
basis of a high level, he underlined the need to intensify the research work
to prevent degeneration of the breeds of the domestic animals.
He learned in detail about the high-yielding feed crops which are testcultivated at the institute.
Noting it is the most vital issue in stockbreeding to decrease grain feed
unit, he said the core goal in breeding of the institute is to spread the
breeds high in productivity, low in feed unit and of good quality and tasty
meat across the country.
In order to further strengthen the institute, the ranks of scientists and
researchers should be cemented and the science and technology of
livestock be put on a high level, he noted, giving instructions to take
measures for learning the work of the institute and help it on a state scale.
Then he went to Workshop No. 1 of the Beef Cattle Breeding Farm.
He underscored the need to scrupulously organize scientific and
technological work for preventing degeneration of fine breeds and keeping
the characteristics of pure breeds and change the cow breeds of low
weight increment, poor taste and milk into good breeds.
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Very important is to create and manage well the environment of cow pens
as required by veterinary and anti-epizootiology and take good care of
nutrition by making a good fodder recipe in line with the features of every
breed, he pointed out.
In order to implement the Party's far-reaching policy of developing
livestock, it is necessary to assess the country's backward science and
technology of livestock as it is, take a viewpoint to prioritize it on a state
scale and activate the work to preferentially develop it, he said. He
underlined the need to intensify the work for disseminating the advanced
science and technology of livestock, prioritize the work for training
scientists and technicians in the field of livestock, steadily improve the
breeding research and caring and managing methods, set well the stageby-stage goal for putting the livestock on a scientific and advanced basis,
and push forward the work for carrying it out.
Saying that the Ungok Area General Stock Farm, the country's general
livestock base, assumes a very important duty, he expressed expectations
and belief that the officials and employees of the farm will make a great
leap forward in the livestock production and research work and thus hold
the banner in implementing the Party's livestock policy.
Accompanying him were Hwang Pyong So, first vice department director
of the C.C., Workers' Party of Korea; Jo Yong Won, O Il Jong and Kim Yong
Su, vice department directors of the C.C. WPK; and Kim Chang Son,
department director of the State Affairs Commission.

Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un Visits Station
for Stocking Lake Yonphung with Fishes
The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un gave field guidance to the
newly built Station for Stocking Lake Yonphung with Fishes.
Being briefed on the station before a map showing its bird's-eye view, he
learned about its construction.
The Station for Stocking Lake Yonphung with Fishes is situated in
Sonam-dong of Kaechon City. Its plottage is more than 10 000 square
meters and its total building area is at least 1 260 square meters. It has an
office-building, public welfare establishment, hatchery, outdoor fishing
ponds, etc. It is the mandarin fish breeding base capable of producing tens
of thousands of young mandarin fishes and hundreds of thousands of foodfish in a year.
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After receiving the report that the construction of the station was near to
completion, the respected Supreme Leader sent breeding mandarin fishes
to the station two times. With the inauguration ceremony as an occasion,
the station put tens of thousands of young mandarin fishes that were
hatched from those breeding mandarin fishes and other kinds of hundreds
of thousands of young fishes necessary for food chain in Lake Yonphung.
Going round the hatchery, outdoor fishing ponds and other processes for
habituating mandarin fishes, he gave precious instructions to actively
develop mandarin fishing.
He stressed the need for the station to massively raise mandarin fishes
and other young fishes and put them into Lake Yonphung, as great efforts
are being paid to the work for protecting and increasing fishes as valuable
resources of the country on the all-Party, state and people scale.
Breeding of young mandarin fishes is the most important stage in
mandarin fishing and when young fishes are raised properly at this stage,
their growth accelerates, he said, underscoring the need to boost the
survival rate of young mandarin fishes by conducting spawn-laying and
spawn-taking on a scientific and technical basis and providing water tanks
with suitable breeding density and circumstances.
He said that he has known that mandarin fishes are sensitive to water
quality and like to live in dark places such as spaces among stones, giving
the tasks to artificially make good habituating circumstances of mandarin
fishes in fishing ponds and build more buildings for food-fish production
and ponds.
He expressed the belief that the officials and employees of the Station for
Stocking Lake Yonphung with Fishes will continue to increase the
production of mandarin fishes and various other kinds of fry and thus make
positive contributions to having Lake Yonphung teem with fishes and
increasing fish resources of the country.
He was accompanied by Jo Yong Won, O Il Jong and Kim Yong Su, vice
department directors of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of
Korea, and Kim Chang Son, department director of the State Affairs
Commission.
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